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We dance around in a circle and suppose, while the secret sits in the middle and knows. (Frost, 1971)

It is the laborious life of scientific research that requires us to continually presume, then find support for our presumptions, which either stand the test of time or fall prey to falsifying evidence only to be replaced by new ideas and discoveries. It is this scientific track as described by Popper (1963) that has been followed by scientists taking them from the early days of inventions to current-day knowledge, always following a specific track. First the ideas, then testing, followed by the formation of theories, and after a science reaches a stable state of affairs, the fruits of that knowledge are reaped in the form of applications and inventions that people can benefit from.

I do not think there is any thrill that can go through the human heart like that felt by the inventor as he sees some creation of the brain unfolding to success.... Such emotions make a man forget food, sleep, friends, love, everything. (Nikola Tesla, 1856-1943)
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Pro JMX: Java Management Extensions (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	Get ready to plunge into the complete world of JMX architectureâ€•including the release of JMX Remoting 1.2! Pro JMX: Java Management Extensions features cutting-edge examples of JMX integration with distributed applications, including sequence diagrams and real-world sample code.


	Author Jeff Hanson takes...
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Visual Basic .NET Tips & TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Quickly take advantage of Visual Basic .NET to implement a wide range of programming tasks. Packed with practical advice and hundreds of ready-to-run programs, this powerful resource will show you how to maximize the .NET environment to create professional-quality real-world solutions. Covers key...
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IT Project+ Study Guide, 2nd Edition (Exam PKO-002)Sybex, 2004
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the latest version of CompTIA’s IT  Project+ exam. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements  of today’s certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and  accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the “Best Study Guide”...
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Exploring Black Holes: Introduction to General RelativityBenjamin Cummings, 2000
A concise, direct examination of general relativity and black holes, Exploring Black Holes provides tools that motivate tools that motivate readers to become active participants in carrying out their own investigations about curved spacetime near earth and black holes. The authors use calculus and algebra to make general relativity...
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Coupled Model Transformations for QoS Enabled Component-Based Software DesignKIT Scientific Publishing, 2010

	Performance-aware Component-based Software-Development A characteristic of an engineering discipline is the ability to predict the impact of design decisions. For example, in civil engineering accurate predictions of the impact of adding an additional ?oor on a construction’s statics are available. Having a similar ability in software...
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Mac Programming for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2011

	Want to learn how to program on your Mac? Not sure where to begin? Best-selling author Wallace Wang will explain how to get started with Cocoa, Objective-C, and Xcode. Whether you are an experienced Windows coder moving to the Mac or you are completely new to programming, you’ll see how the basic design of a Mac OS X...
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